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Meeting Abstract:  

To outline the System Engineering (SE) challenges that arise when 

devising independent and objective Test and Evaluation (T&E) for 

Warfighter systems that are increasingly intelligent, unmanned, 

interconnected, and self-organizing, particularly at brigade scale and 

composed of hundreds of heterogeneous components, also called 

System of Systems.  
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The SE challenges that arise when devising independent and objective 

test and evaluation for Warfighter systems that are increasingly 

intelligent, unmanned, interconnected, and self-organizing, particularly 

at brigade scale and composed of hundreds of heterogeneous 

components, also called System of Systems. 
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Knowledge Production for Effectiveness in Problem Suppression 

SE of Warfighter System 
Warfighter Problem 
Suppression System 

Warfighter Problem 
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CONTEXT 1:  The DoD 

Unmanned Systems 

Roadmap FY2011-2036 

Establishing an 11% footprint 

for T&E 

Establishes Operational 

Mission Profile for T&E of 

Unmanned Systems 

A $36B endeavor of the 

Department of Defense 

A ubiquitous and persistent 

trend towards of computer 

and networks advantage 



CONTEXT 2:  Direct involvement of Warfighters who clarify the spectrum 

of trustworthy knowledge they must have for deciding suitable, effective, 

safe, secure and survivable SOS's in the field. 

Blue Force versus Red Force 

Problem Suppression versus Problem Situation 

Red Team 

http://isobe.typepad.com/sketchpad/2004/04/more_thoughts_o.html 

Blue Force Intent 

1.Deterministic 

2.Stochastic 

3.Non-Deterministic 

Red Force Disruption 

1.Non-Deterministic 

2.Stochastic 

3.Deterministic 

Red Team Emulation 

1. Non-Deterministic 

2. Stochastic 

3. Deterministic 

http://isobe.typepad.com/sketchpad/2004/04/more_thoughts_o.html


CONTEXT 3:  The effectiveness 

of today’s “DOD Guide for SE of 

SOS” and of the Joint Mission 

Environment Test Capability 

(JMETC) designs of the SOS 

configurations to be tested. 



CONTEXT 4:  The warfighter engagement scenarios that anticipate 

the realities of asymmetric and other kinds of warfare. 

Institutionalizing Rapid Acquisition Capability  

 

America’s current and future adversaries will 

make innovative use of readily available 

emerging and commercial technologies and 

employ asymmetric tactics to disrupt the 

superiority of U.S. military power. The QDR 

outlines a number of enhancements to 

rebalance the force consistent with defense 

priorities and to better prepare our forces for the 

challenges ahead.  The Department must not 

only prepare for those threats we can anticipate, 

but also build the agile, adaptive and innovative 

structures capable of quickly identifying 

emerging gaps and adjusting program and 

budgetary priorities to rapidly field 

capabilities that will mitigate those gaps.  



Summary of the the panels and papers, and report on the objectives, 

impediments, initiatives and resources that were identified in the 

Town Hall and World Café sessions held at the January El Paso 

ITEA conference and led by John Thomas, President, INCOSE. 



The views of one industrial participant from iRobot Corp. 

The program manager for this project under DARPA is Dr. Robert Kohout, formerly a 

research scientist at Strategic Analysis part of General Dynamics, which is now 

Intelligent Automation, Inc.  If we go to Dr. Kohout's former employer, we can look at 

a PAL system called ARTeMUS which acts very much like a moving, learning network 

to assist combat troops in urban environments. 

The Personalized Assistant that 

Learns (PAL) program is developing 

machine learning technologies to 

make information understanding and 

decision-making more effective and 

efficient for military users. The 

program is creating robust software 

assistants that can help users perform 

a wide variety of tasks while adapting 

to the environment and the user’s 

goals without programming assistance 

or technical intervention. PAL 

technologies will reduce the need for 

large command staffs, thereby 

enabling smaller, more mobile, less 

vulnerable command centers. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=BF-KNFlOocQ 

The iPhone 4S’ Talking Assistant [SIRI] Is a 

Military Veteran 

http://www.wired.com/dangerroom/2011/10/siri-darpa-iphone/
http://www.wired.com/dangerroom/2011/10/siri-darpa-iphone/
http://www.wired.com/dangerroom/2011/10/siri-darpa-iphone/
http://www.wired.com/dangerroom/2011/10/siri-darpa-iphone/
http://www.wired.com/dangerroom/2011/10/siri-darpa-iphone/
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SE of T&E General Scenario 
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Suppression  
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“Discovering The Value of Systems Engineering” by J. Ring, 

INCOSE 2000 Conference Proceedings,  

POSIWID 
Purpose Of A System 

Is What It Does 









John’s keynote video highlighted five aspects of test and 

evaluation of systems of systems: the system-of-systems (SoS) 

advantage, SoS mission metrics, single system self-limits in the 

SoS context, SoS safety envelope, and SoS cyber vulnerabilities. 

John challenged the systems engineering and test-and-

evaluation communities to answer five core questions 



Contextual Questions  
(as addressed by John Thomas in introduction) 

1. What can the System of Systems do that none of the standalone systems 
are able to offer independently?  

2. What are the resulting mission-relevant performance metrics of the 
system of systems? (availability, survivability, and so on) 

3. What can’t a standalone system be expected to do any longer when 
operating within the context of the System of Systems?  

4. What is the System of Systems’ safety envelope? -  the performance 
boundary outside of which it cannot be trusted to protect its users or 
operators. 

5. How vulnerable to cyber activities is the system of systems, and when 
compromised, what are the resulting dangers?  

 

THOUGHT EXPERIMENT:  Consider the challenge of a SIRI augmented System 
of Systems.  Does SIRI a non-deterministic subsystem create problems if the 
System of System is Deterministic? 





WHEN WHO 

WHERE 

WHAT 

HOW 

“Day 2”of SoS Projects  

Until End of Life  

At pace of SoS evolution 

Actionable Knowledge 

Development 

Field Ops 

Training Exercises 

 in situ (Battlefield) 

Whole system span, 

    e.g., DOTMLPF 

Model-based SE 

Non-deterministic SOS’s  

With Warfighters 

By Purple-suits 

And Civilian SME’S 

Intended Outcomes:  

A new T&E paradigm. Enthusiasm to Transition. Justifiable budgets. 
Joint Operations 

Brigade-scale 

Warfighters 

WHY 

More with less 

Knowledge Discovery/Usage  

New User Paradigms 

 Adequate, Accurate, Timely 

 Trusted, Cyber-Assured 

Independent & Objective Simple  Autonomous 

Engagement-specific 

 Physical & Cyber 

( T&E enterprise, Many Kinds of T&E, Family of T&E systems) 

PEOs 

PMs 

Test Range Executives  

FAA, FCC, DHS 

Allies,  

Congress 

SE  
T&E  
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Dr. Griego is a respected leader in the areas of requirements engineering and systems 
engineering. Her academic and industry focus incorporates modeling as a way to formalize 
problem understanding and develop requirements. Dr. Griego has also been instrumental in 
enterprise modeling and improvement in various application domains throughout her 
career. She is a Fellow of the INCOSE.  Dr. Griego was the Technical Director for INCOSE in 
2009-2010 and Founding President of the INCOSE Enchantment Chapter. 

 

Dr. Griego has 28 years of experience in various positions including first line technical 
management, leading technical integration on programs, as a lead systems engineer or 
requirements engineer, teaching requirements and systems engineering, building 
requirements/systems engineering capability, and as a design engineer. She has worked at 
Sandia or NNSA for 14 years of her career in the area of Nuclear Weapons and currently in 
Nuclear Non-Proliferation.  She has a Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering from the 
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering from NMSU, an MS in Computer 
Science from CU Boulder, an MS in Electrical and Computer Engineering from University of 
Arizona , and a BS in Electrical Engineering and Computer Engineering from NMSU 

 

Dr. Regina M Griego 
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INCOSE Fellow 









CALO was an artificial intelligence 

project that attempted to integrate 

numerous AI technologies into a 

cognitive assistant. CALO is an 

acronym for "Cognitive Assistant that 

Learns and Organizes". The name was 

inspired by the Latin word "calonis," 

which means "soldier’s servant". The 

project started in May 2003 and ran for 

five years, ending in 2008. 

 

The CALO effort has had two major 

spin-offs, the Siri intelligent software 

assistant that is now part of the iOS 5 

in the iPhone 4S, and the Trapit project, 

a web scraper that makes intelligent 

selections of web content based on 

user preferences. 

Bob Kohout 
How would T&E work for 

emergent systems? 

 













































http://www.sei.cmu.edu/library/abstracts/books/0978695607.cfm 



SoS Software Assurance 

 

Justified confidence in system and system of systems (SoS) behavior 

requires software assurance theories and principles that don’t exist 

today. Using such theories and principles, organizations would have a 

better basis for confidence in deployed system behavior, and at the 

same time, these theories and principles could be used to make the 

assurance process more efficient and effective.  

 

The system-of-systems software assurance (SoSSA) research focuses 

on meeting the assurance needs of large-scale, multi-user adaptive 

information management and command-and-control systems of 

systems that will be operated in unanticipated ways. 

http://www.sei.cmu.edu/dependability/research/assurance/index.cfm 



To make the assurance process more efficient (and effective), we need 

to answer foundational questions such as the following: 

 

• Which assurance activities provide the biggest increase in justified 

confidence that a system will behave acceptably when fielded?  

• Can some assurance activities be curtailed without reducing 

justified confidence in deployed system behavior? For example, 

when is it reasonable to stop testing a system, and why?  

• What insights do assurance activities yield into the residual risks 

that are present in a deployed system?  

• What evidence is most probative in deciding whether a system 

should be released?  

• What is a principled theoretical basis for asserting that sufficient 

confidence has been obtained in software-reliant behavior?  

• What types of justification are more or less acceptable?  

• Is a proposed confidence level well justified by sound principles 

and theories?  



Thrust 1: Assurance Argumentation:  Failure mode, effects, and criticality 

analysis (FMECA) and fault tree analysis (FTA) are standard techniques 

used to find design errors in hardware systems. The notion of doing 

FMECAs and FTAs for software systems has been proposed by others 

(Haapanen 2002) but given how software systems are architected and 

documented today, it was never quite clear how to trace out the effects. But 

a structured argument (demonstrating some property of a system) captures 

the reasons why the system is believed to work. One could use an 

FMECA/FTA approach on such an argument structure.  

Thrust 2: SoS Failure Modes:  If we are going to achieve increased 

confidence in the behavior of a system of systems under all circumstances, 

we need to understand the ways in which such systems fail, and in 

particular, the failure modes that are distinct from those of monolithic 

systems (whose evolution and content is completely under control of a 

central authority). For example, because SoS constituents evolve 

independently, it is possible for the collective set of evolutions to gradually 

degrade some desired overall SoS quality, e.g., end-to-end performance 

for certain threads.  



































Comparing Systems and SoS 
 

 

 System Acknowledged System of Systems 
Management & Oversight 

Stakeholder 
Involvement 

Clearer set of 
stakeholders 

Two levels of stakeholders with mixed possibly 
competing interests 

Governance Aligned PM and funding Added levels of complexity due to management and 
funding for both SoS and systems;  SoS does not have 
control over over all constituent systems 

Operational Environment 

Operational 
Focus 

Designed and developed 
to meet operational 
objectives 

Called upon to meet operational objectives using 
systems whose objectives may or may not align with 
the SoS system’s objectives 

Implementation 

Acquisition Aligned to established 
acquisition processes 

Cross multiple system lifecycles across acquisition 
programs, involving legacy systems, developmental 
systems, and technology insertion; Capability 
objectives but may not have formal requirements 

Test & 
Evaluation 

Test and evaluation the 
system is possible 

Testing more challenging due systems’ asynchronous 
life cycles and  given the complexity of all the moving 
parts 

Engineering & Design Considerations 

Boundaries 
& Interfaces 

Focuses on boundaries 
and interfaces  

Focus on identifying systems contributing to SoS 
objectives and enabling the flow of data, control and 
functionality across the SoS while balancing needs of 
the systems 

Performance 
& Behavior 

Performance of the 
system to meet 
performance objectives 

Performance across the SoS that satisfies SoS user 
capability needs while balancing needs of the systems 

 

Validation criteria more difficult 
to establish 
 
Cannot explicitly impose SoS 
conditions on system T&E 
 System level operational 
objectives may not have clear 
analog in SoS conditions that 
need T&E 
Depends on constituent system 
test of SoS requirements as well 
as SoS level   

Difficult to bring multiple 
systems together for T&E in 
synchrony with capability 
evolution 

Additional test points needed to 
confirm behavior 

Increased subjectivity in assessing 
behavior, given challenges of 
system alignment 

T&E Implications 

Reference:  US DoD Guide for Systems Engineering of Systems of Systems 
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Wave Model: Framework for Model 

Initiate
SoS 

Plan
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Implement
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Update

Plan
SoS

Update

Continue
SoS Analysis

Conduct
SoS Analysis

Continue
SoS Analysis

Implement
SoS

Update

Develop
SoS

Arch

External Environment

An implementer’s view of SoS SE  

More familiar and intuitive time-sequenced “wave” 
model representation 

Information is thus rendered in a form more readily 
usable by SoS SE practitioners in the field 

Representation that corresponds with incremental 
development approaches that are the norm for SoS 
capability evolution 

Presented at 
IEEE Systems Conference  

April 2011 [1] 
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[1] “An Implementers View of Systems of 
Systems”  Dahmann, Baldwin, Rebovich, Lane 

and Lowry Concept of Wave Planning was developed by Dr. David Dombkins 
See “Complex Project Management” Booksurge Publishing, South 

Carolina: 2007. 



Approach Assumes “Initiation” 
of an Acknowledged SoS 
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• Decision has been made to establish an SoS SE organization 

• At the initiation of an SoS, the information typically available 
includes initial or first order 
– Statement of top-level objectives for the SoS (SoS Capability Objectives)  

– Description of how systems in the SoS will be operationally employed 
(SoS CONOPS) 

– Programmatic and technical information about systems that affect SoS 
capability objectives (Systems Information)  

– Risks are identified when an SoS is launched and mitigation actions are 
tracked and updated throughout each cycle, along with new risks (Risks 
and Mitigations) 
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Provides analysis of the ‘as is’ 
and basis for SoS evolution 
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•   SE Activities: 
– Understand CONOPS, operational context, mission threads, conditions, players, 
performance objectives 
– Mission threads decomposed to tasks and systems to understand end-to-end 
capability objectives and current performance (functional and current system 
baseline) 
– Develop a functional architecture for the SoS 
– Develop SE Planning elements, SoS Master Plan, Agreements 

 
•  T&E Activities: 

– Understand T&E of current constituent systems for systematic development and 
analysis of data to identify where more data needed (and testing may be 
required) are identified 
– Ensure CONOPS, Functional and System Baseline definitions support testable 
elements 

SoS SE: Conduct SoS Analysis 

T&E foundations are established in SoS analysis 
which draws on T&E of constituent systems 



SoS SE: Develop SoS Architecture 
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Develops and evolves the persistent technical 
framework for addressing SoS evolution 
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•   SE Activities: 
– Identify and evaluate alternative approaches to organizing and augmenting 
systems to meet SoS need 

– Define the way  systems work together to meet end-to-end capability 
objectives including data flow and communications (SoS Architecture) 

 

•  T&E Activities: 
– System and or previous SoS T&E is key to identification and analysis of 
alternative architectures  

SoS SE and SoS T&E share key common elements; 
It can be difficult to tell where SoS SE stops and SoS T&E begins 



SoS SE: Plan SoS Update 
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Evaluates the SoS priorities, options and backlogs to 
define the plan for the next SoS upgrade cycle. 
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•   SE Activities: 
– Identify needs to be addressed in this Wave (Allocated Baseline) 
– Plans for System and SoS Development (Integrated Master Schedule) 
– Identify risks and mitigations (Risks and Mitigations) 

 

•  T&E Activities: 
– Analyze allocated baseline and risks to identify the areas to be addressed by 
T&E (Integration and Test Plan) 
 Define what data is needed and how can this be obtained? (System or SoS 
Test) 
 Define what testing tools and environment are needed to address the specific 
changes? (Test Drivers for System T&E, SoS LVC T&E Environment) 

SoS SE and T&E activities diverge at this step. 
SoS SE focus on defining SoS Allocated Baseline & Risks. 

SoS T&E focus on development of Integration and Test Plan.  



SoS SE: Plan SoS Update 
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Illustrative Products & Activities 



SoS SE: Implement SoS Update 
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Monitors implementations at the system level 
and plans and conducts SoS level testing, 
resulting in a new SoS product baseline  
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•   SE Activities: 
– Monitors system and SoS development, integration, and testing (New SoS 
baseline) 
– Informs users of new baseline capabilities 

 

•  T&E Activities: 
– T&E is key part of implementation 
– Collect System T&E data (System Test Reports) 
– Conduct required SoS T&E, data analysis and reporting (SoS Test Report) 
– Provide recommendation for regression testing for next wave increment 

SoS SE controls baseline release to operational users. 
SoS T&E conducts and reports on test.  



SoS SE: Implement SoS Update 
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Illustrative Products & Activities 









Track 1 included a town-hall* session and a “world café” * session, 

both chaired by John Thomas with assistance from Regina Griego, 

Jack Ring, and Thomas Tenorio. Participants viewed these sessions 

quite positively, and several great ideas emerged for improving the 

practices for testing and evaluating of systems of systems and for 

systems engineering of T&E in this context. 

 

Three Reports were produced: 

 

• Steven Slater, Town Hall and World Café notes.final.docx 

 

• Jack Ring, 120127 Readout World Café – jack ring.docx 

 

• Thomas Tenorio, Environment & SoS (Thomas Tenorio v1.3).doc 

 

These reports will be made available by request.  

 

* Details on the value of town halls and world cafes can be found across the internet but a good starting point can be found at the following link:  

http://technologyinprevention.wikispaces.com/THM+meets+TWC 



Key Current Issues 

 

Composition: 

SOSE seems to describe only the acquisition phase activity but not the in-

field logistics activity. A SOS Kaizen process must be instantiated that 

harmonizes technology insertion with warfighter engagement modeling. 

 

Faults: 

T&E discovers only errors (the faults encountered by the test cases) not 

the whole set of faults. System Integrity Assessment will be more effective 

now that it is technologically feasible. Also, a focus on effect, capabilities 

and morphing (rather than requirements). 

 

Ambiguity: 

No one knows what components comprise a SOS. Even if once known 

the configuration changes continually unbeknownst to the users.  No 

process ever repeats. Re-use doesn't work. Everyone is making decisions 

with incomplete information. 


